Nantucket Island is a place of great beauty that withstands the harsh coastal weather of the North Atlantic. That same resilient charm is expressed in the Nantucket Collection™ by Simpson. Featuring a 10-year warranty, these doors combine weather-resistant wood species with a modified mortise-and-tenon construction technique. The result is a door that will retain its rugged beauty, regardless of what nature sends its way.

VIEW ENTIRE NANTUCKET COLLECTION
simpsondoor.com/nantucket

77860
Shown in Douglas fir with 77280 sidelights with flat panels and optional shaker sticking
BEAUTY AND DURABILITY

Nicknamed “The Gray Lady” due to its regular foggy conditions, Nantucket is known for being historic, hardy and starkly beautiful. Windblown beaches and weather-beaten shingles are a way of life on this blustery island. This same spirit is reflected in our Nantucket Collection”…doors built to stand up to the elements while standing out, thanks to their classic design and unsurpassed craftsmanship.

EXTENDED WARRANTY

• 10-year warranty on doors made from Douglas Fir, Sapele Mahogany and Nootka Cypress
• No building overhang required

UNBEATABLE CONSTRUCTION

• Mortise-and-tenon joinery with face-driven pins
• Two-piece laminated stile-and-rail construction
• Divided lite doors made with SDL construction
• Design pressure ratings of DP50

77860 FP
Shown in Douglas fir with 77260 sidelight with flat panels, optional shaker sticking and sea spray glass. Privacy Rating 5.
WOOD SPECIES
You can choose from three wood species options. Because the grain patterns and color of natural wood will vary, your door will have a one-of-a-kind texture, warmth and personality.

- Available in Douglas Fir, Sapele Mahogany and Nootka Cypress

DOUGLAS FIR
10-year warranty

SAPELE MAHOGANY
10-year warranty

NOOTKA CYPRESS
10-year warranty

77130 RP
Shown in Douglas fir

77144 RP
Shown in nootka cypress

77132 FP
Shown in sapele mahogany with optional shaker sticking

77664 FP
Shown in Douglas fir with optional shaker sticking

77684 RP
Shown in nootka cypress with 77663 sidelight

77660 FP
Shown in sapele mahogany with optional shaker sticking

77944 FP
Shown in nootka cypress with 77703 sidelight and optional P-516 glass. Privacy Rating 5.

RP 1-7/16" INNERBOND® DOUBLE HIP-RAISED PANEL
FP 3/4" FLAT PANEL
DOOR OPTIONS INCLUDE (SEE SIMPSONDOOR.COM/OPTIONS):

- ANY SIZE
- ANY GLASS
- PRIVACY RATING
- FLAT PANEL
- RAISED PANEL

77943 FP
Shown in sapele mahogany with 77843 sidelight and optional shaker sticking

77501 RP
Shown in sapele mahogany with 77801 sidelight

77504 FP
Shown in Douglas fir with 77802 sidelight

77598 FP
Shown in Douglas fir with 77599 sidelight and optional shaker sticking

77512
Shown in nootka cypress with raised panel
77508 FP  Shown in nootka cypress

77512 FP  Shown in sapele mahogany with 77804 sidelight and optional shaker sticking

77082  Shown in Douglas fir with 77701 sidelight

77002  Shown in sapele mahogany

77103  Shown in Douglas fir with optional shaker sticking

77105  Shown in nootka cypress with optional shaker sticking

77122  Shown in sapele mahogany with 77701 sidelight


EXPLORE OUR ONLINE TOOLS AT SIMPSONDOOR.COM/DOORMAGINATION  
- TEST DRIVE A DOOR  
- GLASS TASTE TEST  
- WOOD SELECTOR
77010
Shown in Douglas fir

77944
Shown in sapele mahogany with raised panels